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Abstract. Neutral thermospheric wind pattern at high lati-
tudes obtained from cross-track acceleration measurements
of the CHAMP satellite above both North and South polar
regions are statistically analyzed in their dependence on the
Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) direction in the GSM
y-z plane (clock angle). We compare this dependency with
magnetospheric convection pattern obtained from the Clus-
ter EDI plasma drift measurements under the same sorting
conditions. The IMF-dependency shows some similarity
with the corresponding high-latitude plasma convection in-
sofar that the larger-scale convection cells, in particular the
round-shaped dusk cell for BIMF
y + (BIMF
y −) conditions at the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, leave their marks on the
dominant general transpolar wind circulation from the day-
side to the nightside. The direction of the transpolar circu-
lation is generally deﬂected toward a duskward ﬂow, in par-
ticular in the evening to nighttime sector. The degree of de-
ﬂection correlates with the IMF clock angle. It is larger for
BIMF
y + than for BIMF
y − and is systematically larger (∼5◦)
and appear less structured at the Southern Hemisphere com-
pared with the Northern. Thermospheric cross-polar wind
amplitudes are largest for BIMF
z −

BIMF
y − conditions at the
Northern Hemisphere, but for BIMF
z −

BIMF
y + conditions at
the Southern because the magnetospheric convection is in
favour of largest wind accelerations over the polar cap under
these conditions. The overall variance of the thermospheric
wind magnitude at Southern high latitudes is larger than for
the Northern. This is probably due to a larger “stirring ef-
fect” at the Southern Hemisphere because of the larger dis-
tance between the geographic and geomagnetic frameworks.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Plasma convection;
Polar cap phenomena) – Meteorology and atmospheric dy-
namics (Thermospheric dynamics)
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1 Introduction
Thermospheric winds respond rather directly via ion-drag
to ionospheric plasma motions that are imposed by the so-
lar wind–magnetosphere interaction and the resulting large-
scale magnetospheric plasma drift at high latitudes. The
largest magnitudes of neutral wind speed anywhere on the
globe were found to occur within the high-latitude up-
per thermosphere. Long-term observations with ground-
based Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI) located at Thule and
Søndre Strømfjord, Greenland, for example, showed typical
wind speeds of about 200 m/s at solar minimum, rising up to
about 800m/s at solar maximum, depending on geomagnetic
activity level (Killeen et al., 1995).
Subject to the local plasma density, the response of the
high-latitude thermosphere is not immediate, but is rather
measured in tens of minutes to hours (Ponthieu et al., 1988).
The inertia of the thermospheric neutral winds, on the other
hand, can help to maintain the ionospheric convection in-
dependently of the magnetospheric driver processes. This
has been known for long time as the ﬂy-wheel effect (Banks,
1972; Coroniti and Kennel, 1973).
Relative motions of the neutral gas and ionized compo-
nents result in Joule heating of the ionosphere and thermo-
sphere, being proportional to the square of the velocity dif-
ference. A recent study showed mesoscale structures and
variations of the thermosphere on the scales of tens of kilo-
meters and minutes that indicate a very dynamic response to
ionospheric forcing (Aruliah et al., 2004). The irregular part
of the relative motions have been shown to be an essential
contributor of the energy budget. This is mainly due to the
large variability of the high-latitude convection which inter-
acts with the neutral gas of the upper thermosphere where
it is embedded (Codrescu et al., 1995, 2000; Crowley and
Hackert, 2001; Matsuo et al., 2003; F¨ orster et al., 2007).
For the usual antisunward transpolar ﬂow within the cen-
tralpolarcap(nearthegeographicpole), thecentrifugalforce
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vanishes, whilefortheoff-centerantisunwardﬂowwithinthe
polarcaptheCoriolisandcentrifugalforcesactdifferentlyon
the dawn and dusk side. On the dawn side (westward ﬂow)
they have the tendency to cancel each other, while on the
dusk side (eastward ﬂow) they add to form a stronger force
for duskward deﬂection of the air ﬂow. At lower, subauroral
latitudes, where a sunward ﬂow could evolve, the opposite
interference of the acceleration terms would be realized.
Numerous early studies of the cross-polar wind circula-
tion and its response to Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF)
conditions were mainly based on satellite observations of
Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE-2) and Atmospheric Explorer-C
(AE-C) (Killeen et al., 1984, 1985; McCormac et al., 1985;
Thayer et al., 1987; Ponthieu et al., 1988), or on combined
satellite and various ground-based FPI measurements (Hays
et al., 1979; Killeen et al., 1986, 1995). Although these satel-
lite studies had to rely on a quite limited statistical basis, they
came in combination with numerical studies using thermo-
spheric general circulation models (TGCMs) to remarkable
insightsabouttheIMFdependenciesofthehigh-latitudeneu-
tral wind pattern (e.g. Hays et al., 1984; Killeen and Roble,
1984; Rees et al., 1986).
More recent studies come mainly from ground-based ob-
servations. They are restricted therefore to a few selected
observatories at high latitudes but comprise long time se-
ries as, e.g. the studies of Aruliah et al. (1996), Grifﬁn
et al. (2004a,b), and Emmert et al. (2006a,b). Satellite
missions on this topic were quite rare during the last two
decades, with the exception of the Wind Imaging Interferom-
eter (WINDII) (Shepherd et al., 1993) onboard the Upper At-
mosphere Research Satellite (UARS) and the Doppler Inter-
ferometer (TIDI FPI) onboard the TIMED satellite (Killeen
et al., 2006). The orbit of UARS was not well suited for po-
lar latitudes, nevertheless Richmond et al. (2003) could sta-
tistically analyze IMF dependencies of high-latitude lower
thermosphere wind pattern at various height levels between
105km and 300km. Together with the newly-established
ground-based FPIs, most new insights into the high-latitude
neutral wind structure during the last two decades were
achieved for altitudes well below 300km mainly for the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
The highly sensitive accelerometer onboard CHAMP at its
polar orbit at F-region height, that is used for this study, al-
lows the measurement of the cross-track neutral wind on a
global scale (Liu et al., 2006). The use of accelerometers to
measurethermosphericwindshavebeenreportedquiterarely
(Marcos and Forbes, 1985; Forbes et al., 1993). The advan-
tage of this technique consists in the quite direct in-situ mea-
surement along the orbital track with only a limited number
of special assumptions for the data interpretation. Their more
ample use at other satellites (e.g. GRACE) and for forthcom-
ing missions, will allow better statistical studies of the upper
thermosphere dynamics in near future.
In two previous papers (Haaland et al., 2007; F¨ orster et al.,
2007), statisticalpatternsofthehigh-latitudemagnetospheric
convection electric ﬁeld and their relation to solar wind con-
ditions, in particular the IMF dependency were presented.
They have been inferred from electron drift measurements
of the Electron Drift Instruments (EDI) onboard the Cluster
satellites during the years 2001–2006.
Here we are interested particularly in the thermospheric
response to the driving forces of the large-scale magneto-
spheric convection that results from solar wind and IMF in-
teractions with the magnetosphere. We sort therefore the ob-
servations with respect to high-latitude geomagnetic coordi-
nates. Due to large differences in the geomagnetic ﬁeld con-
ﬁguration and a clear difference in the offsets between the
geographic and geomagnetic poles at the North and South
Hemisphere, we expect a different degree of obedience of
the neutral gas to the plasma drift between the two opposite
polar regions. As will be shown in the succeeding sections,
there is an interference of the geomagnetic ﬁeld on the trans-
polar circulation.
2 The data
2.1 CHAMP dataset
The challenging minisatellite payload (CHAMP) is managed
by the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam. This mis-
sion is designed to perform detailed studies of the Earth’s
gravitational and magnetic ﬁeld with unprecedented accura-
cies and space/time resolutions as well as GPS atmosphere
and ionosphere proﬁling. The spacecraft was launched in
July 2000 into a circular near-polar orbit with 87.3◦ incli-
nation at an altitude of ∼460km (Reigber et al., 2002). Its
orbital altitude gradually decayed and is ∼400km in 2003.
One key scientiﬁc instrument onboard CHAMP is a tri-
axial accelerometer. It is located at the spacecraft’s center
of mass and effectively probes the in situ air drag with an
accuracy of 1×10−14 kgm−3 (Liu et al., 2005). From the
air drag observations, thermospheric mass density and cross-
track neutral wind can be obtained using the methodology
described in Liu et al. (2006). Using these cross-track wind
measurements, thehigh-latitudethermosphericwindpatterns
are constructed in this study.
As pointed out by Liu et al. (2006), the along-track wind is
very difﬁcult to measure due to its relatively small magnitude
in comparison to the satellite speed of 7.6kms−1. Therefore,
the derivation of the cross-track wind neglects the effect of
thealong-trackwind. Thisneglectioncauseslittleerrorinthe
cross-track wind at low and middle latitudes due to the small
magnitude of the meridional wind. However, in polar areas
the along-track (meridional) wind velocity, as will be shown
with the wind pattern derived below, can achieve about 10%
of the satellite speed. Consequently, it can cause an error of
about 10% in the cross-track wind in the polar region.
The errors due to the instrument’s precision (about
3×10−9 ms−2) with ∼20ms−1 and due to systematic
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contributions from other sources (see Liu et al., 2006, and the
errorbudgetinAppendixAofthatpaper)with∼15ms−1 are
relatively small and negligible compared to this uncertainty.
Thepre-processeddataoftheaccelerometerwerere-sampled
to 10-s averages for the further use in this study. Measure-
ments of 10-s cadence correspond to a spatial separation of
76kmorabout2/3deginlatitudebetweentheindividualdata
points.
The precessing rate of CHAMP’s orbital plane is 15◦
within an 11-day period. Considering the two wings of an
orbit at opposite local times, a full coverage of all local times
is achieved within about 131 days. In this study we use a
time interval of nearly the three-fold of this length, the full
year 2003, during which each local time is scanned by both
ascending and descending orbital paths. This way we obtain
about an equal data coverage at both hemispheres for all sea-
sons. The solar activity, as expressed by the F10.7 index, is
at a moderate level of about 130 during this interval, but the
geomagnetic activity was very high throughout this year of
the declining solar activity cycle. In an earlier study on aver-
age thermospheric wind pattern over the polar regions (L¨ uhr
et al., 2007), a part of this time interval, centered around June
solstice, was already used for a study which focused on sea-
sonal differences of the transpolar circulation.
2.2 Solar wind and IMF data
In this study, we take great care on reliably well deﬁned con-
current IMF and solar wind conditions for any moment of
the CHAMP observations. The IMF and solar wind data
are taken from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
spacecraft which is positioned near the L1 libration point
about 200RE upstream of Earth. We have used data from the
magnetic ﬁeld instrument MAG (Smith et al., 1998) at 16-s
resolution and the solar wind instrument SWEPAM (McCo-
mas et al., 1998) at 64-s resolution. MAG and SWEPAM
data are resampled to one minute time resolution, thereafter
time shifted to represent the IMF conditions at the frontside
magnetopause (at XGSM=10RE) using the phase front prop-
agation technique (Weimer et al., 2003) in a slightly modi-
ﬁed method that is based on a constrained minimum variance
analyses of the IMF (Haaland et al., 2006).
This method is used here in the same manner as in the pre-
vious studies on high-latitude plasma convection mentioned
already in the Introduction (Haaland et al., 2007; F¨ orster
et al., 2007). It comprises, e.g. the treatment of missing ACE
data, which are linearly interpolated if the gaps are shorter
than 10min. Intervals with longer data gaps are not used at
all, but this concerns only a very small fraction (<1%) of the
MAG data set and about 20% of the SWEPAM plasma data.
A running 30-min-interval (+20min/−10min around the
actual time) of the time-shifted 1-min MAG data is used to
determine the so-called IMF bias vector. The bias vector is
calculated from the 31 IMF vectors of this interval in the fol-
lowing way. The projection of the IMF vectors in the GSM
y-z-plane are ﬁrst normalized and then the sum of these unit
vectors divided by their number is calculated. The resultant
vector, the bias vector, constitutes the average clock angle
for this interval while its magnitude (between 0 and 1) is a
measure for the steady pointing or variability of the IMF (cf.
Haaland et al., 2007, Sect. 3.2).
We have done several test runs with various bias vector
ﬁlterings, that means we selected only data points of inter-
vals where the bias vector magnitude was above a certain
threshold. This procedure ﬁlters out intervals where the IMF
directions change abruptly or where they vary over a larger
range. An optimal choice that we used was a threshold of
0.9, but it appeared that the results were nearly the same as
for unﬁltered data, while the statistics became poorer (about
45% of the data are ﬁltered out for this threshold). The plots
shown in this paper are therefore done with unﬁltered data
only. We will note explicitly, where the bias vector ﬁltering
was applied for the other statistical analyses. The fact that
these are quite insensitive for such ﬁlterings means that the
thermospheric circulation pattern is relatively inert against
rapid changes of the IMF conditions, at least with respect to
the 30-min interval chosen for the bias vector construction.
3 Method
The CHAMP triaxial accelerometer measurements do not al-
low the deduction of the full wind vector at once, but only the
cross-track wind component, i.e. the y-component within the
spacecraft coordinate system where x points along the satel-
lite orbit, z toward the Nadir direction, and y complements
the right-hand system. To get full horizontal wind pattern
over the high-latitude circumpolar regions, we have to rely
therefore on a statistical approach. For a particular point in
space we combine measurements from different orbits that
cross this point at various distinct time moments which are
distributed over the whole time interval of measurements in
2003. The reconstruction of the full horizontal wind vector
at this point is done with a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) method which combines the n individual component
measurements Vyi of a given bin with their known directions
ki in the horizontal plane to a best-ﬁt wind vector V esti-
mation at the bin location that is obtained by minimizing δf
in:
n X
i=1
 
Vyi − kiV
2 = δf (1)
This vector estimation is done for each bin of a 2-D grid in-
dependently and for simplicity we used the orthogonal So-
lar Magnetic (SM) coordinates for this reconstruction, i.e.
in a ﬁrst step we transform the ki of each individual ob-
servation from the geocentric coordinates of the CHAMP
orbit information into SM coordinates. For the binning of
the data we use magnetic coordinates as explained in the
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Fig. 1. North (top) and South Hemisphere (bottom) thermospheric
wind pattern at thermospheric heights (≈400km) using the full
CHAMP accelerometer data set of 2003 with all IMF sectors to-
gether (summary plot). The wind direction is shown by small vec-
tors with the origin in the dots at the bin’s position within the MLT
versus magnetic latitude plot; their length indicates the magnitude
with the scale given on the lower right side. The number of data
points in each bin is colour-coded in the dots with the scale at the
lower left.
Introduction. The strong geomagnetic control of the high-
latitude thermosphere dynamics has been shown since the
early satellite observations of thermospheric neutral air mo-
tion as, e.g. by Hays et al. (1984); McCormac et al. (1985);
Thayer et al. (1987); Killeen et al. (1986); Richmond et al.
(2003). We used modiﬁed Apex coordinates (Richmond,
1995), divided both polar regions according to Ruohoniemi
and Baker (1998, Eq. 1) into 784 equal-area bins of about
2 deg width covering the high latitude (≥58◦) thermosphere,
and sorted with respect to the direction of the IMF, as mea-
sured on ACE. The results of this procedure will be presented
subsequently.
But ﬁrst we have to address the issue of correctness and
reliability of the method. The statistical approach implies
that we have to compromise between sufﬁcient data points
and an optimal resolution of different dependencies. There
are important differences between Northern and Southern
Hemisphere reconstructions as will be shown below. They
are important for the best validity range of the method ap-
plied, but could also imply differences in the geoeffective-
ness of magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) cou-
pling processes at the different hemispheres.
Figure 1 displays summary plots of the resultant thermo-
spheric wind pattern without discriminating for various IMF
clock angle ranges. They represent the average neutral wind
circulation across the polar cap areas for the time interval
under study. These average patterns already reveal the pe-
culiarities that are due to the interaction with the plasma
movement like the stagnation area near the cusp footpoint,
the large transpolar wind magnitudes with some deﬂection
of the wind vectors toward the dusk side, the large clock-
wise vortex collocated with the dusk convection cell, and the
smaller anticlockwise disturbance in the region of the dawn
convection cell. These plots are comparable to the previous
paper of L¨ uhr et al. (2007), but use a full year of data cov-
erage that includes about an equal seasonal data selection at
both hemispheres.
The colour-coding of the bins down to the 60◦ of the plots’
outer circle indicate the number of data points per bin while
the small blue lines with the origin in the center of each bin
show the estimated wind direction and magnitude in the geo-
magnetic latitude versus Magnetic Local Time (MLT) plot.
The best coverage is obtained at higher latitudes where the
high-inclination orbit results in many orbital track crossings.
At the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1, upper panel) this best
coverage region is well concentrated close around the mag-
netic North pole and comprises up to 2200 data points per
bin near the center and more than 300 data points in the
outermost bins, while at the Southern (lower panel) it is
more dispersed with numbers between 400 and 1200. This
is due to the clear difference in the offsets between the geo-
graphic and geomagnetic poles at the North and South Hemi-
sphere. Based on the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field (IGRF) model, the 2003 location of the north magnetic
pole is 82.3◦ N and 114.0◦ W and the south magnetic pole is
64.6◦ S and 138.1◦ E. The larger displacement at the South-
ern Hemisphere leads to a larger diurnal “wobbling” of the
polar cap area with respect to the geographic coordinates.
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Fig. 2. Thermospheric wind data obtained from cross-track accelerometer measurements of CHAMP during the year 2003, plotted versus
the azimuth angle of the sensor’s viewing direction in the X–Y (SM) plane. The azimuth angle is measured from the x-axis (12:00MLT)
toward increasing MLT hours. Wind components from the azimuthal range of −180◦ to 0◦ are mirrored onto this range. The bin number
and position is indicated in the headline; the parameters of the thermospheric wind estimation are given in the lower left corner: magnitude
|V| and azimuth of the wind vector, the standard deviation (STDEV) of the bin’s sample and the bias vector magnitude which is a measure
for the angular distribution of the component observations (see text).
Figure 2 gives an idea of the data distribution within indi-
vidual bins. The abscissa is restricted to a half-sphere range
of the wind azimuth measured from the x-axis (noon merid-
ian) in the direction of increasing MLT hours from 0◦ to
180◦. Because of the ambiguity of the wind direction, the
wind components from the other half-sphere have been mir-
rored with opposite sign into this interval. The blue stars
indicate the individual cross-track wind component measure-
ments Vyi, drawn in dependence of the azimuth angle in the
SMcoordinatesystem. Thereddotshowstheestimatedwind
vector V with its amplitude and azimuth given in the left
lower corner of each panel; the red dotted line is the pro-
jection of the expected component measurement versus az-
imuth. The scatter of the actual measurements around this
red line gives an idea about the variance of the measurements
according to Eq. (2),
σ2 =
1
1 − n
n X
i=1
 
Vyi − kiV
2 (2)
where the variables are the same as for Eq. (1) including V
as the resultant 2-D wind vector for the given bin. The stan-
dard deviation (STDEV) indicated in the lower left corner in
each panel of Fig. 2 is the square root of this sample variance
value, given in the same units [m/s] as the wind magnitude.
The left-hand panel shows an example from the central part
of sector 2 in Fig. 4 below, where the wind component mea-
surements cover nearly all directions homogeneously. The
right-hand panel shows an example of the less-favourably
covered bins in the outer regions of the same plot. In the
extreme case of the outermost bins of the circumpolar distri-
bution, the individual bins comprise only data points of the
oppositely directed orbital parts, the ascending and descend-
ing orbital tracks which are recorded about 131 days apart
and with the sensors pointing in approximately 180◦ oppo-
site directions. It is obvious that the estimated wind vector
can be incorrect under such unfavourable, ill-deﬁned condi-
tions. Large values of scatter could result in erroneous results
under such conditions.
To quantify the applicability of the method, in particular
the coverage of the data points over the azimuth range, we
use a bias vector calculation in a similar manner as for the
estimation of the solar wind steadiness. The unit vectors ki
of each measurement in the corresponding bin are averaged
(expanding ﬁrst the vector’s range into a full sphere again).
The magnitude of the resulting vector (between 0 and 1)
gives a measure for the angular coverage; values near zero
mean full coverage while values close to 1 indicate ill-posed
conditions with a very restricted range of sensor directions.
The bias vector magnitudes (indicated in the bottom line of
the examples in Fig. 2 as “bias”) are shown in Fig. 3 for
the Northern (top) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom) of the
full data set sampled in geomagnetic coordinates. Obviously
there are essential differences between the hemispheres. The
Southern high-latitude region has smaller bias values over a
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Fig. 3. Bias value distribution of the CHAMP cross-track accelera-
tion measurements obtained during the year 2003 over the Northern
(top) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom). Bias values near zero
mean full coverage while values close to 1 indicate a very restricted
range of sensor direction.
large circular area well beyond 70◦ and the bias is still below
0.8 at the outer border (60◦) of the plot while the values at
the Northern Hemisphere rise quickly to values >0.8 below
about 70◦ magnetic latitude and >0.9 at ∼65◦. This is due
to the large difference in the offset between geographic and
geomagnetic coordinates, mentioned already above, which
result in more orbit crossings over a much broader latitudinal
range at the Southern Hemisphere.
For the analyses of the subsequent sections, we sort the
data with respect to the 8 IMF sectors. This reduces the
number of data points per bin. The distribution of data over
the sectors is not uniform (cf. Haaland et al., 2007, Fig. 1).
There are about 2–3 times more data points in the ecliptical
plane (sectors 2 and 5) as for purely northward (sector 0) or
southward (sector 4) directed IMF, but the coverage is good
enough to obtain average wind patterns for each sector con-
stellation. To ensure this, we will use the following thresh-
olds for the neutral wind circulation pattern. We use only
bins with a minimum of 31 data points and with azimuthal
ranges of the cross-track wind measurements which corre-
spond to bias magnitude values <0.9. This will limit the
Northern Hemisphere plots by a few degrees, but will practi-
cally not affect the Southern ones.
4 Thermospheric wind pattern
Figure 4 shows the transpolar wind circulation for the North-
ern Hemisphere in dependence of the IMF clock angle. The
data were sorted into 8 separate sectors with 45◦ width
each centered around IMF clock angles of 0◦ (BIMF
z +), 45◦
(BIMF
z +

BIMF
y +), 90◦ (BIMF
y +) and so forth in the same
manner as it was done for the magnetospheric convection
analysis with EDI Cluster data in the previous paper of Haa-
land et al. (2007). The individual panels show the 2-D wind
vectors in geomagnetic latitude versus MLT dials with the
outer circle at 60◦ magnetic latitude. Midday is on top of
each dial, midnight at the bottom, dawn to the right, and dusk
to the left. The wind vectors are shown as blue lines with the
origin at the center of the corresponding bin and indicating
the direction and magnitude of the wind at this location by
the direction and length of the line, respectively. The length
unit is shown in the center area where the dial of the IMF
clock angle direction in the GSM y-z-plane is indicated as
well; each sector is labeled additionally with the main IMF
component, around which this sector is centered.
Figure 5 shows the same presentation for the Southern
Hemisphere transpolar wind circulation. The viewing per-
spective on the plot’s dials is as for the Northern Hemisphere,
i.e. we are looking at the circulation pattern from above as
through a transparent Earth. The patterns are essential simi-
lar to the Northern Hemisphere, but they ﬁll nearly the whole
viewing area (because of the shallower bias magnitude dis-
tribution, see previous section) and the main features of the
circulation appear essentially mirror-symmetric with respect
to BIMF
y .
The ordering of the high-latitude neutral wind circulation
in geomagnetic coordinates and its sorting with respect to
IMF clock angle in Figs. 4 and 5 reveal some regular patterns
that follow to a certain degree the well-known high-latitude
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Fig. 4. Thermospheric wind pattern of the North Hemisphere, sorted for the eight IMF sectors. Each dial shows the 2-D wind vectors pattern
for the IMF conditions of the sector's clock angle range in geomagnetic coordinates as magnetic latitude versus MLT plot. The outer circle
is at 60
± magnetic latitude with the MLT hour labels. The length unit of the wind vectors, shown as blue lines with the origin at the center of
each bin is shown in the center area of the plot together with the IMF directions in the GSM y-z-plane.
The curl free (laminar) cross-polar cap thermospheric
wind streaming of the CHAMP observations is slightly in-
clined toward dusk at the Northern Hemisphere and even
more clockwise inclined at the Southern. At lower latitudes,
these streamlines turn further duskward in the dusk to mid-
night MLT range and can even reach a slight westward com-
ponent.
The dawn convection cell does not have such a strong in-
uence on the neutral wind circulation, although some inu-
ence is visible in the post-midnight to dawn range at mag-
netic latitudes of about 75± and lower. The cross-polar cap
streaming is deected there counter-clockwise so that a ra-
dially outward ow appears for apparently all sectors. One
exception might be sector 0, where the ow pattern is gener-
ally less structured with smaller wind amplitudes.
The largest wind amplitudes at high latitudes are usually
achieved within the dawn to pre-noon MLT range where the
ow ismainly directed toward thepole. The windamplitudes
are still high over the central polar cap area (> 80±), point-
ing predominantly in antisunward direction. At the oppo-
site side, in the dusk to pre-midnight range, also larger wind
magnitudesareobservedwithmostlystrongerduskwardthan
antisunward components.
In the region equatorward of the expected cusp location
on the dayside near 12 MLT and magnetic latitudes from
about 70± down to about 65±, stagnation ows can be no-
Fig. 4. Thermospheric wind pattern of the North Hemisphere, sorted for the eight IMF sectors. Each dial shows the 2-D wind vectors pattern
for the IMF conditions of the sector’s clock angle range in geomagnetic coordinates as magnetic latitude versus MLT plot. The outer circle
is at 60◦ magnetic latitude with the MLT hour labels. The length unit of the wind vectors, shown as blue lines with the origin at the center of
each bin is shown in the center area of the plot together with the IMF directions in the GSM y-z-plane.
magnetospheric convection pattern (see, e.g. Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald, 2005; Haaland et al., 2007).
The most prominent feature might be the large-scale dusk
cell with its focus between 70◦ and 75◦ magnetic latitude at
18:00MLT which dominates the high-latitude wind pattern
for BIMF
y + (sector 2) at the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 4)
and for BIMF
y − (sector 5) at the Southern (Fig. 5). There are
gradual differences in the formation of this clockwise vor-
tex with the turning of the clock angle from positive BIMF
z to
negative. It is noticeable already for sector 1 (7) and inten-
siﬁes toward sector 2 (6) and 3 (5) at the Northern (South-
ern) Hemisphere, and decays then rapidly toward a curl free
(laminar) cross-polar cap streaming from the dayside to the
nightside for Southward BIMF
z − of sector 4 and beyond for
opposite BIMF
y conditions in sectors 5–7 (3–1) while the fo-
cus of the dusk cell remains as a medium-scale feature at
about the same location. The potential foci of the magne-
tospheric plasma convection, on the other hand, are moving
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Fig. 5. Thermospheric wind pattern of the South Hemisphere, sorted for the eight IMF sectors. The same presentation as in Fig. 4, but for
the South Hemisphere.
ticed, the position of which seems to be related to the
BIMF
y component. There are indications of a slight shift in
local time (by a small amount of the order of 1 hour) to-
ward dusk for BIMF
y + (BIMF
y ¡) at the Northern (Southern)
Hemisphere, respectively, and toward the other side for the
opposite BIMF
y polarity. This phenomenon and its relation
to the cusp has to be investigated in more detail in a future
study that is based on a larger data set with simultaneous ob-
servations of several satellites, because its appearence close
to the border of the visible area of this study with CHAMP
data only is not very obvious, in particular for the Northern
hemisphere (Fig. 4).
The best coverage is available for the central circumpo-
lar area. This region corresponds usually to the central
polar cap region of the magnetospheric conguration with
'open' ux tubes convecting from the dayside reconnection
region in antisolar direction toward the nightside, modulated
mainlybytheBIMF
y component inaregularmanner (Haaland
et al., 2007). In a similar manner as in the study of F¨ orster
etal.(2007)onhigh-latitudeplasmaconvection, weaveraged
therefore in Tables 1 and 2 some transpolar ow characteris-
tics within a circular magnetic latitude range from 80± to the
magneticpolefortheNorthernandSouthernHemisphere, re-
spectively. The tables show both the averaged thermospheric
wind parameters (columns 37) and the plasma convection
(columns 812) deduced from EDI Cluster measurements for
the same time interval in 2003 (cf. also Haaland et al., 2007;
F¨ orster et al., 2007, for a larger time interval of this data set).
This allows a direct comparison of the ow characteristics
of the neutral and ionized components in dependence of the
Fig. 5. Thermospheric wind pattern of the South Hemisphere, sorted for the eight IMF sectors. The same presentation as in Fig. 4, but for
the South Hemisphere.
about considerably in dependence on the IMF clock angle
(cf. Figs. 7 and 8 in Haaland et al., 2007). The connection
line between the positive and negative potential peak on the
dawn and dusk side, respectively, makes nearly a full 180-
deg turn in anticlockwise (clockwise) direction at the North-
ern (Southern) hemisphere with increasing IMF clock angle.
This is also documented in the Tables 1 and 2 below with the
average plasma drift azimuth (the αi-values, 10th column)
obtained from the EDI drift measurements in 2003.
The curl free (laminar) cross-polar cap thermospheric
wind streaming of the CHAMP observations is slightly in-
clined toward dusk at the Northern Hemisphere and even
more clockwise inclined at the Southern. At lower latitudes,
these streamlines turn further duskward in the dusk to mid-
night MLT range and can even reach a slight westward com-
ponent.
The dawn convection cell does not have such a strong in-
ﬂuence on the neutral wind circulation, although some inﬂu-
ence is visible in the post-midnight to dawn range at mag-
netic latitudes of about 75◦ and lower. The cross-polar cap
streaming is deﬂected there counter-clockwise so that a ra-
dially outward ﬂow appears for apparently all sectors. One
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Table 1. Averaged characteristics of the neutral thermospheric wind (columns 3–7) observed with CHAMP at magnetic latitudes >80◦ of
the Northern Hemisphere, compared with averaged magnetospheric plasma drift values (columns 8–12) from Cluster EDI observations of
the same time interval in 2003, 1 January–31 December, which were mapped into the ionosphere using the assumption of equipotentiality.
Columns 3–7 show the thermospheric wind magnitude |V|, its standard deviation σ(|V|), the azimuth α with the mean square deviation
σ(α), and the average number of data points per bin <n>. Columns 8–12 show the corresponding plasma drift magnitude |Vi| and direction
αi values and the number of 1-min averages used for each sector and for the global average (bottom line). Some particular values in the
table are highlighted to guide the reader; this concerns maximum wind and drift speeds, azimuths closest to the noon-midnight meridian, and
minimum angular scatter.
North Hemisphere CHAMP data Cluster EDI data
Sector IMF |V| σ(|V|) α σ(α) <n> |Vi| σ(|Vi|) αi σ(αi) n
direction [m/s] [m/s] [deg] [deg] # [m/s] [m/s] [deg] [deg] #
0 Bz+ 427 187 167.6 9.6 131 719 651 31.0 98.3 940
1 Bz + /By+ 406 193 166.0 18.0 224 581 546 115.5 78.7 2200
2 By+ 464 186 164.0 18.4 299 541 411 136.2 62.7 2758
3 Bz − /By+ 531 182 164.5 13.7 188 632 276 151.6 30.3 1236
4 Bz− 567 182 171.1 8.2 122 791 386 171.4 23.5 777
5 Bz − /By− 607 191 172.4 4.5 242 622 282 −164.6 28.0 2068
6 By− 551 190 169.1 5.1 327 528 304 −151.4 56.0 3083
7 Bz + /By− 494 182 168.8 5.5 180 483 410 58.7 105.0 2558
all together (average) 505 209 168.2 6.8 1718 576 416 171.6 77.8 15620
Table 2. The same as in Table 1, but with respect to the Southern Hemisphere.
South Hemisphere CHAMP data Cluster EDI data
Sector IMF |V| σ(|V|) α σ(α) <n> |Vi| σ(|Vi|) αi σ(αi) n
direction [m/s] [m/s] [deg] [deg] # [m/s] [m/s] [deg] [deg] #
0 Bz+ 388 235 162.3 15.2 54 381 306 −55.4 96.4 747
1 Bz + /By+ 449 266 158.2 8.1 104 437 374 −145.9 88.7 1759
2 By+ 570 264 160.1 6.6 128 465 347 −173.7 67.6 4398
3 Bz − /By+ 592 228 160.5 6.9 85 553 313 -179.7 40.0 2857
4 Bz− 565 234 166.0 10.6 56 645 334 168.2 30.8 1489
5 Bz − /By− 528 231 169.9 16.5 98 562 272 156.4 40.0 4357
6 By− 473 231 167.9 20.1 144 507 321 138.4 61.6 4302
7 Bz + /By− 454 220 166.5 14.2 92 566 475 72.0 85.8 2059
all together (average) 498 265 163.7 7.5 765 520 344 164.5 68.7 21968
exception might be sector 0, where the ﬂow pattern is gener-
ally less structured with smaller wind amplitudes.
The largest wind amplitudes at high latitudes are usually
achieved within the dawn to pre-noon MLT range where the
ﬂowismainlydirectedtowardthepole. Thewindamplitudes
are still high over the central polar cap area (>80◦), point-
ing predominantly in antisunward direction. At the oppo-
site side, in the dusk to pre-midnight range, also larger wind
magnitudesareobservedwithmostlystrongerduskwardthan
antisunward components.
In the region equatorward of the expected cusp loca-
tion on the dayside near 12:00MLT and magnetic latitudes
from about 70◦ down to about 65◦, stagnation ﬂows can be
noticed, the position of which seems to be related to the
BIMF
y component. There are indications of a slight shift in
local time (by a small amount of the order of 1h) toward
dusk for BIMF
y + (BIMF
y −) at the Northern (Southern) Hemi-
sphere, respectively, and toward the other side for the oppo-
site BIMF
y polarity. This phenomenon and its relation to the
cusp has to be investigated in more detail in a future study
that is based on a larger data set with simultaneous obser-
vations of several satellites, because its appearence close to
the border of the visible area of this study with CHAMP data
only is not very obvious, in particular for the Northern Hemi-
sphere (Fig. 4).
The best coverage is available for the central circumpo-
lar area. This region corresponds usually to the central
polar cap region of the magnetospheric conﬁguration with
’open’ ﬂux tubes convecting from the dayside reconnection
region in antisolar direction toward the nightside, modulated
mainly by the BIMF
y component in a regular manner (Haaland
et al., 2007). In a similar manner as in the study of F¨ orster
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etal.(2007)onhigh-latitudeplasmaconvection, weaveraged
therefore in Tables 1 and 2 some transpolar ﬂow characteris-
tics within a circular magnetic latitude range from 80◦ to the
magneticpolefortheNorthernandSouthernHemisphere, re-
spectively. The tables show both the averaged thermospheric
wind parameters (columns 3–7) and the plasma convection
(columns 8–12) deduced from EDI Cluster measurements for
the same time interval in 2003 (cf. also Haaland et al., 2007;
F¨ orster et al., 2007, for a larger time interval of this data set).
This allows a direct comparison of the ﬂow characteristics
of the neutral and ionized components in dependence of the
IMF clock angle.
Tables 1 and 2 list in particular the averaged wind |V| and
plasma drift |Vi| magnitudes within this circumpolar region,
their standard deviations σ(|V|) and σ(|Vi|), the average di-
rection azimuths α and αi, and their standard deviation σ(α)
and σ(αi) for the neutral wind and plasma, respectively. The
average number of data points per bin <n> and the total
number of 1-min data points of EDI measurements are given
for all eight IMF clock angle sectors as well as for the sum-
mary parameter of the whole data set (as shown in Fig. 1) in
the bottom lines.
Tables 1 and 2 reveal a systematic variation of the wind
patterns in dependence of the IMF clock angle with some
characteristic differences between North and South. The
wind amplitudes are smallest for northward IMF and in-
crease steadily with southward turning BIMF
z . At the North-
ernHemisphere, themaximumamplitudeisachievedforsec-
tor 5 (BIMF
z −

BIMF
y −), while at the Southern Hemisphere
this is the case for sector 3 (BIMF
z −

BIMF
y +). Moreover, for
all three sectors with BIMF
y + (sectors 1–3), the average neu-
tral wind amplitudes at the Southern Hemisphere are signiﬁ-
cantly (10%–20%) larger than at North, while the opposite is
true for BIMF
y − in sectors 5–7. The total average of the wind
amplitudes is about the same at the Northern Hemisphere
compared with the Southern, while the variances differ sig-
niﬁcantly. Expressed as standard deviation, they have about
a quarter (between 20% and 40%) larger values at South with
respect to North.
The plasma drift amplitudes are mostly larger than the
corresponding thermospheric wind magnitudes for the same
IMF sector and there is a slight North-South difference of the
averaged drift amplitudes in favour of the Northern Hemi-
sphere as already noted for the more extended EDI data set
of 2001–2006 in F¨ orster et al. (2007, by about 7% there).
Remarkably large amplitudes of a secondary maximum in
Vi can be noted for sector 0 of the North Hemisphere and
correspondingly for sector 7 at South, the reason of which
is not known. The more extended data set in F¨ orster et al.
(2007) does not show this, so that this appears as a particular
phenomenon of the geomagnetically active year 2003. The
largest plasma drift amplitudes are seen in sector 4 for purely
southward BIMF
z as expected because of most intense dayside
reconnection processes for this IMF orientation. The stan-
dard deviations of the plasma drift magnitude and drift direc-
tion are very large; they are even comparable with the drift
amplitude for northward BIMF
z and about half of their magni-
tude and more ordered for southward BIMF
z .
The average direction of the transpolar thermospheric neu-
tral wind ﬂow is about 10◦ to 15◦ off the noon-midnight di-
rection toward dusk for the Northern Hemisphere and has
a generally stronger deﬂection up to more than 20◦ toward
dusk for the Southern. There is a small systematic variation
of the ﬂow direction with the IMF clock angle. It changes
only by a few degrees of the order of 8◦ at the Northern and
12◦ at the Southern Hemisphere. The ﬂow is usually closer
to the noon-midnight meridian for BIMF
z − to BIMF
y − (sec-
tors 4–6) and largest for BIMF
y + (sectors 1–3). The magni-
tude of the thermospheric wind >80◦ according to Tables 1
and 2 appears to be quite large in comparison with the aver-
age drift magnitudes. This might be due to some system-
atic error of the relatively new method of high-resolution
accelerometer measurements that need to be calibrated in-
ﬂight by using the remote tracking of the orbital decay. This
calibration relies on improved representations of the gravita-
tionalﬁeldthatarereﬁnedstepbystepusingthesamekindof
accelerometer observations. As mentioned above, the cross-
track wind determinations used in this study are based on
the approach developed by Liu et al. (2006). A systematic
error could also arrise from the simplifying assumptions of
this approach, considering the complicated streaming situa-
tion of neutral air past the spacecraft that results in drag and
lift forces which are interpreted in terms of density and cross-
track winds. As noted before in Sect. 2.1, the measurement
error due to the along-track wind component is largest in the
high-latitude regions. The estimated neutral wind orienta-
tion, however, is less affected by these sources of error.
The standard deviation of the ﬂow direction obtained from
the sample of the ﬂow directions at all bins within the
circumpolar region, shows remarkable differences between
BIMF
y + and BIMF
y − conditions at the Northern Hemisphere.
The ﬂow is much more aligned for the latter, with a minimum
value for sector 5, where the wind amplitude maximizes. At
the Southern Hemisphere, there is a tendency for the oppo-
site BIMF
y behaviour with smaller values for BIMF
y +, but the
contrast is not that large there.
We repeated the same analysis of the average thermo-
spheric wind behaviour as in Tables 1 and 2 with various IMF
bias vector ﬁlterings (as explained in Sect. 2.2) to ﬁnd out
whether larger IMF direction changes in the 30-min running
box-car intervals play a role. A threshold of 0.9 resulted in
practically thesame results asfor unﬁltered data(not shown),
butthestatisticsbecamepoorer. SolarwindandIMFchanges
within about 30min seem not to make a noticeable change to
the average statistical pattern. This analysis should be re-
peated with a larger data set and various, in particular larger
ﬁlter lengths.
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5 Discussion
We have analyzed the CHAMP cross-track accelerometer
measurements of about 5600 transpolar overﬂights above the
high-latitude polar regions recorded between 1 January and
31 December 2003. Statistical patterns of the cross-polar
thermospheric circulation were obtained separately for the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres and they were analyzed
with respect to the direction of the interplanetary magnetic
ﬁeld (IMF clock angle) as measured on ACE. Special care
has been taken on the correct estimation of the time shift of
theACEdata, whenpropagatingthemtothenear-Earthspace
by considering the orientation of the IMF “phase fronts” ac-
cording to a method invented by Weimer et al. (2003) in the
slightly modiﬁed version of Haaland et al. (2006).
The importance of the study lies in the direct comparison
of the IMF-dependent high latitude thermospheric wind pat-
terns derived from CHAMP cross-track measurements, with
ionospheric patterns from the Cluster EDI instrument over
the same year of observation (2003). Previous satellite stud-
ies where upper atmospheric ion and neutral ﬂows have been
compared directly have been mostly limited to case stud-
ies. Comparison is also made between the CHAMP mea-
surements at an altitude of ∼400km and ground-based FPIs
observing thermospheric winds at ∼250km altitude (see be-
low). The results indicate either an unexpected shear over
this height range, despite large viscosity, or imply that the
derivation of winds needs to be re-investigated.
The transpolar thermospheric neutral wind circulation
from the dayside to the nightside is substantially modiﬁed
by the high-latitude magnetospheric convection pattern. The
mapping into geomagnetic coordinates discloses the tracing
of larger-scale plasma convection features already for the av-
erage pattern that comprise the whole data set (Fig. 1). These
features conﬁrm the tight linking of the high-latitude thermo-
sphere circulation pattern to the geomagnetic ﬁeld conﬁgura-
tion and the related electrodynamics but also some character-
istic differences between North and South. The main mag-
netospheric convection structures are already reﬂected in the
average circulation pattern like, e.g. the stagnation region a
few degree equatorward to the cusp footpoints at about 65◦–
70◦ around noon on the dayside, the large dusk convection
cell with the focus at about 70◦–75◦ magnetic latitude close
to 18:00MLT, the duskward deﬂection in the dusk to mid-
night sector at the nightside, and the smaller outward neutral
wind deﬂection zone in the region of the dawnside convec-
tion cell near 70◦ magnetic latitude in the midnight to dawn
sector. The hemispheric differences manifest themselves in
a slightly stronger deﬂection toward dusk for the cross-polar
circulation within the central part of the Southern polar cap,
and broader, more diffuse tracings of the cusp region and of
the large dusk convection cell at South.
Coming from the dayside, where the large-scale thermo-
spheric circulation is initiated by the dominating EUV heat-
ing source, the thermospheric neutral wind is subject to vari-
ous forcings during its transpolar ﬂow at high latitudes. The
ﬁrst “obstacle” on its way is the cusp region near noon at
about 70◦ magnetic latitude, where a considerable air up-
welling due to particle and Joule heating was observed to
create a persistent medium-scale local stagnation region of
the horizontal ﬂow, as shown in previous studies of CHAMP
data analyses (L¨ uhr et al., 2004; Schlegel et al., 2005). Ver-
tical neutral air movements, i.e. vertical accelerations due to
local heating sources below the CHAMP orbit are not con-
sidered here. They are an important part of the high-latitude
thermospheric dynamics and will be dealt with separately.
Localized heating sources in the cusp region and the auro-
ral zone which are due to particle precipitations and to cur-
rent closure resulting in Joule heating contribute to the hori-
zontal acceleration of the neutral gas at high latitudes. They
arepart ofthedriving forcesofthe globalthermosphericneu-
tral air circulation acting via pressure-gradient forces. But
the various terms of the horizontal acceleration at high lat-
itudes comprise mainly the ion drag due to forcings of the
imprinted magnetospheric plasma convection as well as the
Coriolis and centrifugal forces of the rotating Earth (Fuller-
Rowell and Rees, 1984). They are part of the equation of
motion for the neutral particles, where they are in dynamic
balance with the pressure-gradient and viscous forces as well
as with the non-linear momentum advection term (cf., e.g.
Killeen and Roble, 1984, Appendix).
The Coriolis and centrifugal forces are related to an Earth-
ﬁxed geographic coordinate system with the angular rotation
moment of Earth ω=2π/86164 e
geoc
z [s−1] aligned with the
Earth’s rotation axis. A numerical description of the ther-
mospheric motion in the geomagnetic frames of Figs. 1, 4,
and 5 would ﬁrstly require the performance of a (hypothet-
ical) coordinate transformation of these two terms into the
common geomagnetic coordinate system. This transforma-
tion would be small for the Northern Hemisphere (about 8◦),
but it is considerable for the Southern Hemisphere, where
the distance between the geographic and geomagnetic axes
amounts to 25◦. This should be kept in mind for the subse-
quent data interpretations.
By sorting the data into 8 disjunct clock angle ranges (sec-
tors), we show the gradual differences of the transpolar cir-
culation pattern for different IMF clock angle ranges. This
is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 for the thermospheric wind pat-
tern over the high-latitude thermosphere from the pole down
to 60◦ magnetic latitude at the outer border of the plot’s dials
as well as in the Tables 1 and 2 for averages of some charac-
teristic neutral wind and plasma drift parameters in the cen-
tral polar cap region >80◦ magnetic latitude. It should be
noted that the magnitudes of the wind speeds derived here
from the CHAMP accelerometer measurements appear to be
quite large, in particular when comparing them with the EDI
Cluster observations. They amount to about 80–90% of the
average ion drift velocities. Considering the fact, that the ion
drift serves as driving force for the neutrals and that the neu-
tral component needs a certain response time to the highly
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variable magnetospheric convection pattern that range from
tens of minutes to hours, this seems to be somehow too large.
The comparison with recent comprehensive compilations
of high-latitude ground-based FPI neutral wind observations
at both hemispheres by, e.g. Emmert et al. (2006a,b), show
that the CHAMP winds are a factor 2–3 larger than the
ground-based observations. FPI measurements are, however,
essentially taken from a different altitude range (∼250km)
and they are usually integrating over a larger altitude range.
The CHAMP satellite measurements, on the other hand, are
in-situ observations from F2-layer altitudes near 400km and
represent upper thermosphere conditions. Comparable wind
measurements from this altitude range are relatively seldom
for the last two decades. In-situ thermospheric wind mea-
surements were obtained in the 1970s and early 1980s by the
AE-C and DE-2 satellites. Their published measured wind
amplitudes are comparable with the magnitudes obtained in
this study as, e.g. in the papers of Thayer et al. (1987, Fig. 3)
and Thayer and Killeen (1993, Table 1), where DE-2 obser-
vations of a high solar activity period are summarized explic-
itly for the polar cap with magnetic latitudes >80◦ (as in our
study) with mean wind speeds between 400 m/s and 600m/s,
depending on geomagnetic activity and on the hemisphere.
Further, Killeen et al. (1995) reported about FPI measure-
ments in Thule and Sondre Stromfjord and their solar cycle,
geomagnetic activity and IMF dependencies. Their summary
representations in Fig. 8 suggests wind amplitudes close to
400 m/s for comparable conditions for the Thule FPI.
The large dusk cell neutral wind circulation dominates for
BIMF
y + conditions at the Northern Hemisphere in sectors 1
to 3 (Fig. 4) and it exists mirror-symmetric for BIMF
y − at the
Southern Hemisphere also as a large dusk convection cell in
sectors 7 to 5 (Fig. 5). The corresponding magnetospheric
convection pattern are known as large, round-shaped con-
vection cells as shown, e.g. in the studies of Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald (2005) and Haaland et al. (2007). Accord-
ing to the above mentioned superposition of Coriolis and
centrifugal forces, the plasma convection favours this clock-
wise circulation vortex of the neutral air at the dusk side. A
large-scale cyclonic vortex appears over the major part of the
high latitude thermospheric circulation. It has its focal point
near 18 MLT at 70◦–75◦ magnetic latitude and comprises the
whole dusk side high-latitude region all the way from post-
noon to pre-midnight MLT hours and over the pole down to
about 80◦–75◦ toward the dawn side. The smaller, “crescent-
shaped” dawn side convection cell is suppressed in its im-
print on the neutral air motion due to the opposite action of
Coriolis and centrifugal forces on its poleward side; at the
equatorward, subauroral side it might contribute to a faster
outward ﬂow, if the movement has an eastward component
there.
For purely southward BIMF
z (sector 4), the dawn and dusk
cells become more symmetric and this gives the way for a
curl free, laminar neutral wind circulation closer to the noon-
midnight meridian. The transpolar ﬂow in the central polar
cap becomes deﬂected toward dusk because of the Coriolis
force. The westward deﬂection of the Coriolis force in the
midnight and dusk sector entrains the gas parcel to build up
momentum through ion drag. In the dawn sector, the gas
parcel tends to be pushed out of the dawn anticlockwise cir-
culation by the Coriolis force. The angle of deﬂection from
the noon-midnight meridian is smallest for sector 5 at both
hemispheres, i.e. close to those conditions where the driving
transpolar magnetospheric convection has its largest magni-
tudes (cf. Tables 1 and 2).
In the sectors with opposite BIMF
y polarity, i.e. sectors 5 to
7 in the Northern and sectors 3 to 1 in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, the dusk cell is still present, but to a much smaller
extent. The round-shaped magnetospheric convection cells
which are known from the plasma potential pattern to exist
at the dawn side, cannot have a corresponding imprint on
the neutral air circulation due to the unfavourable action of
the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, as mentioned above. The
transpolar thermospheric wind ﬂow is curl free in a wider
latitudinal range and is directed from the pre-noon hours to
pre-midnight, forming an angle of about 10◦–15◦ with the
noon-midnightmeridianattheNorthernandmorethan20◦ at
the Southern Hemisphere. The non-divergent, laminar ﬂow
within the central polar cap under the latter conditions is also
manifested in the Tables 1 and 2 by smaller average angular
variances (6th column of the tables) for these sectors. In-
terestingly, the comparison of the BIMF
y dependency of FPI
neutral wind pattern obtained at ∼250km altitude (by, e.g.
Emmert et al., 2006b, Fig. 8) with the CHAMP wind pat-
tern seems to show a systematic clockwise shift in the wind
direction with increasing height. The CHAMP vectors ap-
pear to be rotated by ∼30◦–40◦ with respect to the FPI obser-
vations. The latter measurements, however, were done dur-
ing quiet geomagnetic conditions near the winter solstice, so
that deﬁnitive conclusions about a directional shear cannot
be drawn yet. This subject needs further investigations in a
separate study.
The largest wind amplitudes are gained for sector 5 at
North and sector 3 at South, i.e. not for purely southward
BIMF
z conditions, where themagnetospheric convection speed
maximizes (8th column, see also Haaland et al., 2007, Ta-
ble 3), but rather for those sectors where the antisunward
magnetospheric convection in the central polar cap is in
favour of a curl free, laminar ﬂow (i.e. small values of σ(α)
in column 6), closely aligned with the noon-midnight merid-
ian at the Southern Hemisphere and with a slightly duskward
plasma ﬂow at the Northern. The large skewing of the mag-
netospheric plasma convection pattern towards dawn (dusk)
for BIMF
y + (BIMF
y −) at the Northern Hemisphere and op-
positely at the Southern Hemisphere is not reﬂected in the
neutral wind cross-polar circulation pattern. It is rather
the formation of the large round-shaped plasma convection
cell which is present under BIMF
y + (BIMF
y −) conditions at
the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere at the dusk side which
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traces in the thermospheric wind pattern and which appar-
ently act as an obstacle for the neutral wind ﬂow across the
polar region at high latitudes. The curl free noon-midnight
aligned plasma ﬂow seems on the contrary to operate as a
“pressure valve”, allowing largest cross-polar thermospheric
wind amplitudes for IMF angle ranges corresponding to sec-
tor 5 at North and sector 3 at South.
The neutral wind circulation pattern forms the background
movement for the forcing magnetospheric plasma movement
and acts as a “drag” on convection (Cole, 1963; Hill, 1976).
The neutral wind and plasma forces interact and adjust each
other within characteristic time scales of the order of tens of
minutes to hours (depending on plasma density). The cou-
pling must therefore have some inﬂuence on the amplitudes
of the magnetospheric circulation pattern. This could be
the reason for the observed braking of the mirror-symmetry
for positive and negative BIMF
y at the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere (cf. Haaland et al., 2007; F¨ orster et al., 2007).
For purely northward BIMF
z +, we observe the smallest
cross-polar thermospheric neutral wind amplitudes (see Ta-
bles 1 and 2) and the neutral wind pattern appears to be less
ordered (see Figs. 4 and 5, sector 0). The four-cell pat-
tern with sunward plasma movement between the so-called
lobe cells at higher latitudes on the dayside and the relatively
small main cells are forcing the neutral wind in opposite di-
rection within a relatively small area. The plasma convection
has its largest variability in amplitude and direction even for
this IMF clock angles. The thermospheric wind pattern for
BIMF
z + is therefore not favourable for a well-ordered cross-
polar neutral wind circulation.
The time interval of the full year 2003 was chosen to get
an optimal seasonal coverage of the high-latitude regions of
both hemispheres. Different illumination conditions have an
inﬂuence on the magnetospheric plasma convection pattern.
Higher ionospheric conductances lead to an attenuation of
the electric ﬁeld in the ionosphere and therefore to smaller
convection velocities. The analysis of seasonal differences
was the focus of a previous paper of L¨ uhr et al. (2007) on
CHAMP accelerometer measurements for high-latitude ther-
mospheric wind analysis, which uses about one third of the
interval of this study centered closely around the June sol-
stice. Theynoticeaclearlyweakercross-polarcapﬂowatthe
Southern (winter) Hemisphere, assuming that the ion drag
is smaller at the winter hemisphere with on average smaller
ion/neutral collision frequencies due to lower plasma densi-
ties at the dark polar cap. This should be checked in a future
study by a correlation analysis with the plasma density mea-
surements obtained with the planar Langmuir probe onboard
CHAMP at the same time.
In this study, we observe hemispheric differences with re-
spect to signiﬁcantly enhanced standard deviations of the
neutral wind amplitudes and smaller average plasma drift
magnitudes (cf. Tables 1 and 2) at the Southern Hemisphere
while the mean neutral wind amplitudes are about the same.
The considerable larger offset between geographic and geo-
magnetic coordinates (see Sect. 3) that allowed on the one
hand a better applicability of the method over a wider latitu-
dinal range at the Southern Hemisphere, means on the other
hand a larger daily “wobbling” of the polar cap area within
the geographic frame. A part of the forces that the neutral
air is subjected relates clearly to geographic coordinates like
the Coriolis and the centrifugal forces as well as the dayside
heating source by EUV radiation. Another part, the electro-
dynamic forces, are bound to geomagnetic coordinates (Hays
et al., 1984; Thayer et al., 1987; Richmond et al., 2003) and
this aspect was the motivation for the coordinates selected
for this study. The neutral air parcels have to obey both forc-
ings and their resulting movement is the sum and (probably
nonlinear) adjustment of them to each other. The larger dis-
placement of the geographic and geomagnetic poles at the
South might be the reason for a wider range of counteract-
ing forces with time scales that might be close to each other.
This could ﬁnally have resulted in the larger variances of the
Southern neutral wind pattern observed.
In any case, this subject needs further studies with larger
data sets that have a better, more uniform seasonal coverage.
Larger data sets will be available soon from the CHAMP it-
self, but also from other running and forthcoming near-Earth
missions. A larger statitical study will also be useful and nec-
essary to study further dependencies of thehigh-latitude ther-
mospheric wind pattern on, e.g. solar radiation ﬂux related
to F10.7, and other IMF and solar wind parameters. A larger
numberofquasisimultaneousmeasurementsbyseveralnear-
Earth spacecraft will allow to solve the problem of the miss-
ing along-track neutral wind component that is needed to en-
hance the precision of the cross-track measurement as well.
One could overcome the deﬁciency of the method by gath-
ering data for the other components from other satellites at
different orbits that come close in space and time.
6 Conclusions
Summarizing the main ﬁndings of this study, we conclude
the following.
– Large-scale clockwise circulation vortices at the dusk
side appear as a dominant feature of the high-latitude
cross-polar thermospheric wind pattern for BIMF
y + at
the Northern, and BIMF
y − at the Southern Hemisphere.
This corresponds to the appearance of the large round-
shaped dusk cells of the plasma convection pattern un-
der these conditions.
– The largest magnitudes of the cross-polar upper ther-
mospheric winds over the central polar cap occur un-
der BIMF
z −

BIMF
y − (sector 5) conditions at the North-
ern Hemisphere, but under BIMF
z −

BIMF
y + (sector 3)
conditions at the Southern. Moreover, the solar wind
induced magnetospheric ion drift pattern controls the
neutral wind speed, allowing larger wind amplitudes
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for BIMF
y − values (sectors 5–7) at the Northern and
for BIMF
y + values (sectors 1–3) at the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The momentum transfer from the ions to the
neutrals has therefore been shown to be asymmetric at
the opposite hemispheres in dependence of BIMF
y .
– The dawn convection cell is not favoured for the ther-
mospheric wind response due to the counteracting Cori-
olis and centrifugal forces in this region. It degenerates
to a disturbance zone at ∼70◦ with equatorward ﬂow
deﬂections at lower latitudes.
– Despite the large dusk cell circulation under certain cir-
cumstances, the thermospheric cross-polar circulation
is only moderately affected by small azimuth deﬂec-
tions of the main ﬂow direction within the central po-
lar cap region in contrast to the systematic rotation of
the convection streamlines of the ionized component.
The small deﬂections show a regular dependence on
the IMF clock angle with larger deviations from the
noon-midnight meridian toward dusk for BIMF
y + than
for BIMF
y − and systematically larger deﬂections at the
Southern compared with the Northern Hemisphere.
– There are signiﬁcant differences between the Northern
and Southern Hemisphere in the variance of the neu-
tral wind. At South we note about 25% larger standard
deviations and the circulation appears less structured in
comparison with the Northern Hemisphere. This might
be explained by the “stirring” effect due to the larger
geographic-geomagnetic offset, because the neutral gas
has to obey both geographically and geomagnetically
oriented forcings. It might partly be due to season/solar
illumination differences between the hemispheres. The
larger variance might have consequences for different
thermospheric heating rates at the opposite high latitude
regions.
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